Abstract-In many applications, such as teleconferencing, multimedia workstations, televideo gaming, etc., stereo sound is already, or will soon be, implemented to give spatial realism that mono systems cannot offer. In such hands-free systems, stereophonic acoustic echo cancelers are absolutely necessary for full-duplex communication. In this paper, we propose a new acoustic echo canceler (AEC) based on a fundamental experimental observation that the stereo effect is due mostly to sound energy below about 1000 Hz. The principle of the hybrid mono/stereo AEC is to use stereophonic sound with a stereo AEC at low frequencies (e.g., below 1000 Hz) and monophonic sound with a conventional mono AEC at higher frequencies (e.g., above 1000 Hz). This solution is a good compromise between the complexity of a full-band stereo AEC and spatial realism. For the stereo case, we borrow from a previous innovation and add a small nonlinearity into each channel in order to accurately identify the two receiving room impulse responses.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I N MANY applications, such as teleconferencing, multimedia workstations, televideo gaming, etc., stereo sound is already, or will soon be, implemented to give spatial realism that mono systems cannot offer. In such hands-free systems, stereophonic acoustic echo cancelers (AEC's) are absolutely necessary for full-duplex communication [1] .
Stereophonic acoustic echo cancellation is, in principle, a generalization of the single-channel case [1] . Fig. 1 shows this technique for one microphone in the receiving room on the left; similar analysis will apply to the other microphone signal. As we can see from the diagram in Fig. 1 , the two microphone signals in the transmission room on the right are obtained by filtering from a common source. This gives rise to a nonuniqueness problem that does not arise for the single-channel AEC [1] . As a result, the usual adaptive algorithms converge to solutions that depend on the impulse responses in the transmission room. This means that for good echo cancellation one must track not only the changes in the receiving room, but also the rapid changes in the transmission room (for example, when one person stops talking and another person starts). Note that several authors have proposed structures using only a single adaptive filter [2] , [3] , but these methods do not address the convergence problem discussed in [1] .
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Recently, we proposed a solution that overcomes the above problem by adding a small nonlinearity into each channel [4] , [5] . The distortion due to the nonlinearity is hardly perceptible, yet it reduces interchannel coherence, thereby allowing reduction of misalignment to a low level. However, even with this solution, the processing load associated with Fig. 1 is exorbitant. Indeed, to have good echo cancellation we must use rapidly converging adaptive algorithms, which implies a high level of computational complexity. So a realtime implementation of such a scheme is difficult. Moreover, in this context, even the two-channel fast recursive leastsquares (FRLS) algorithm converges rather slowly [5] . In the following, we present a suboptimal structure that converges faster and is easier to implement than the fullband scheme of [5] , while retaining good spatial realism.
II. PRINCIPLE OF HYBRID MONO/STEREO ACOUSTIC ECHO CANCELER
The understanding of the stereo effect from a psychoacoustical point of view is not easy, but many experiments show that the dominant stereophonic cues are located below about 1 kHz [6] - [8] . Preliminary psychoacoustic tests of localization for simulated (image-derived) stereo transmission from widely spaced microphones in a reverberant room (HuMaNet I, room B [9] ) have shown that the relative position of two closely spaced sources is correctly resolved 75% of the time for a spacing of 0.6 ft with true stereo and 0.7 ft with the hybrid band splitting technique [10] ; further experiments are currently in progress on release from masking (cocktail party effect) and localization for synthesized stereo. In many applications, we can exploit this information for efficient transmission of the microphone signals to the receiving room and also for devising an efficient AEC.
Based on the above psychoacoustical principle, Fig. 2 shows a way to transmit the two microphone signals to the receiving room and also shows a set of AEC's matched to these signals. First, the two signals and (left and right) are lowpass filtered in order to keep just the frequencies below for realizing the stereo effect, where the crossover frequency is on the order of 1 kHz. Then, the sum of the left and right channels is highpass filtered to keep the frequencies above as a monophonic signal. A gain factor is included to adjust the spectral balance. Finally, the left (resp. right) loudspeaker signal in the receiving room is the sum of the low frequencies of the left (resp. right) channel and high frequencies of both channels. We now observe that two AEC's are necessary: one mono AEC for high frequencies and one stereo AEC for low frequencies. Note that we have to put a nonlinear transformation (NL) in each low-frequency channel to help the adaptive algorithm to converge toward the "true" solution [5] .
The above structure is much more efficient than a fullband system, despite the fact that we have two different AEC's. Indeed, for the stereo AEC, since the maximum frequency is (on the order of 1 kHz), we can subsample the signals by a factor , where is the sampling rate of the system. As a result, the arithmetic complexity is divided by in comparison with a fullband implementation (the number of taps and the number of filter computations per second are both reduced by ). In this case, we can afford to use a rapidly converging adaptive algorithm like the twochannel FRLS [11] . On the other hand, the simple normalized least-mean-squares (NLMS) algorithm can be used to update the filter coefficients in the high-frequency band; convergence may be slower but this is of little concern, since most of the energy in speech is at low frequencies. Thus, with this proposed structure, we decrease the complexity of the system and increase the convergence rate of the adaptive algorithms, while preserving the stereo effect.
Other similar diagrams can be derived from Fig. 2 . For example, an equivalent structure can be obtained by replacing the highpass filters by simple subtractions of the lowpass filters. Another possibility is to transmit at low frequencies along with the fullband monophonic signal , as shown in Fig. 3 ; this is more in the spirit of conventional stereophonic techniques that use sum and difference transmission for efficient coding and upward compatibility.
III. ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS AND NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS
As we said in the previous section, the system uses a single-channel AEC for high frequencies and a stereo AEC for low frequencies. Of course, we can use different adaptive algorithms for these two AEC's, as discussed below.
A. Monochannel AEC
For the high-frequency channel, we propose to use the conventional NLMS algorithm, which is expressed by the following equations [12] : (1) and (2) where is the high-frequency residual echo, the highpass filtered output signal, is the modeling filter at time , of length , which tries to match ( ) in the high-frequency band, is the high-frequency input signal vector, and
is the adaptation step, with scalar normalized step size ( ) and regularization parameter . The misalignment in this band is defined as HPF HPF where HPF denotes highpass filtering. Note that this misalignment is computed only in the highpass region since there is no lowpass energy there. In practice, this algorithm with the proposed decomposition converges fast, since the echo energy is predominant at low frequencies and also the spectral dynamic range is reduced in the highpass signal. We can furthermore use a subband structure for an efficient implementation of the NLMS algorithm [13] .
B. Stereo AEC and Nonlinear Transformations
The best way we know to alleviate the characteristic nonuniqueness of a stereophonic AEC is to first preprocess each input signal by a nonlinear transformation [4] , [5] 
where is a nonlinear function, such as a simple half-wave rectifier. Such a transformation reduces the coherence and hence the condition number of the covariance matrix, thereby greatly reducing the misalignment [5] . With a reasonable value of , this distortion is hardly audible in typical listening situations and does not affect stereo perception. Therefore, we include this kind of transformation in the stereo AEC for the low-frequency region. This nonlinearity can be larger when used only in this band than when used in the fullband (as in [5] ) because the distortion is confined to low frequencies; a higher level of this nonlinear transformation implies an improvement of the misalignment convergence rate. However, since convergence to the unique solution still depends on a relatively small nonlinear term, LMS type gradient algorithms will be very slow. Therefore, we propose to use a rapidly converging algorithm like the two-channel RLS which is given by the following equations:
Here, is the low-frequency residual echo and the lowpass filtered output signal. The vector is a concatenation of two vectors are the two modeling filters at time , of length , which try to match and in the low-frequency band. Similarly, the vector is the concatenation of two vectors where are the two low-frequency input signal vectors. Finally (8) is an estimate of the recursively-computed covariance matrix of the low-frequency input signal, with exponential forgetting factor . A (computationally) fast stabilized version of this algorithm is given in [11] where the total number of operations is multiplications and additions. We can also use a twochannel affine projection algorithm [14] , [15] . All of these algorithms can be implemented in subbands for a real-time application [16] .
The misalignment in this band is computed as (9) where LPF denotes lowpass filtering and downsampling.
C. Computational Complexity
Suppose that the length of the adaptive filters necessary to have a good level of echo cancellation in a full-band stereo AEC is equal to . We already know that the total number of operations per iteration is multiplications and additions for the two-channel FRLS, and multiplications and additions for the mono-channel NLMS algorithm. Now, suppose this length is taken the same (with respect to the downsampling/upsampling factor ) to have the same level of echo cancellation for the proposed structure of Fig. 2 . Then, our structure will require per iteration multiplications and additions. For example, with a 16 kHz sampling frequency and kHz, we take . In this case, the structure of Fig. 2 will need approximately multiplications and the same number of additions per iteration, to be compared with multiplications and additions for a full-band stereo AEC with a two-channel FRLS. Actually, since high frequencies of speech are of relatively lower energy and moreover are subjected to greater acoustic absorption than low frequencies, we can advantageously reduce even further the number of taps required for the monochannel AEC. Thus, the computational complexity is reduced by at least an order of magnitude, and perhaps more.
IV. SIMULATIONS
We now determine the performance of the proposed structure in Fig. 2 by simulation. The signal source in the transmission room is a speech signal sampled at 16 kHz. It consists of the following three sentences:
• "Bobby did a good deed."
• "Do you abide by your bid?"
• "A teacher patched it up." The two microphone signals were obtained by convolving with two impulse responses , of length 4096, which were measured in an actual room (HuMaNet I, room B [9] ). The microphone output signal in the receiving room is obtained by summing the two signals and , where and were also measured in an actual room (HuMaNet I, room A [9] ) as 4096-point responses, and and are the two loudspeaker signals. For all of our simulations, we have used the NLMS algorithm for the mono AEC, with , ( is the average power of ), and taken the length of the adaptive filter to be . For the stereo AEC we have used the twochannel FRLS algorithm [11] , with and the length of each of the two adaptive filters and is . We chose a crossover frequency of 900 Hz, and in consideration of the 16 kHz sampling frequency, used a downsampling/upsampling factor . (The equivalent fullband length of the lowband stereo AEC is therefore , whereas only 1024 taps were chosen for the high band mono AEC because of the aforementioned considerations of lower speech energy and higher acoustic absorption.) Two 256-tap finite impulse response (FIR) lowpass (100-900 Hz) and highpass (900-8000 Hz) filters (Fig. 4) were designed using the Matlab fir1 routine. Here we use since the nonlinearity boosts the low frequencies somewhat which moreover tend to add more coherently than high frequencies in a reverberant room.
Figs. 5-7 show, for different cases, the mean square error (MSE) of the NLMS algorithm (high frequencies), the MSE of the FRLS algorithm (low frequencies), the MSE of the combined signal, and the misalignment for each AEC in its respective band. The misalignment in each band was computed as in (4) and (9) . For the purpose of smoothing the curves, error and misalignment samples are averaged over 128-point blocks. In Fig. 5 , no distortion is added on the low-frequency input signals. We note that the misalignment for the stereo AEC (lower right panel, solid line) is very high.
In Fig. 6 , we use a half-wave rectifier with for the nonlinear transformation [5] . With this value, there is little audible degradation of the original signal and the stereo effect in the low-frequency band is not affected. (We determined from informal listening tests that for the lowband was as innocuous as previously used for the fullband case reported in [5] .) In this case, the misalignment for the stereo AEC is greatly reduced.
In Fig. 7 , a half-wave rectifier with is still used but a white noise with 35 dB SNR is added to the microphone signal . We can see that the level of noise does not significantly affect the misalignment at low frequencies, where most of the speech energy is concentrated. However, this level of noise affects the high-frequency band more than the lowfrequency band (since most of the speech energy is in the latter). To have a better and a fair idea of the noise effect on the misalignment of the stereo AEC, we show in Fig. 8 the convergence of this misalignment for several different levels of noise directly added to the low-frequency output signal . As expected, a high level of noise worsens the misalignment, but these results are still acceptable.
The NLMS algorithm behaves well in this structure, in fact even better than when it is used over a single fullband channel. We note the same point for the two-channel FRLS algorithm (when a nonlinear transformation is added): for the structure of Fig. 2 , the two-channel FRLS algorithm lowfrequency misalignment converges much faster in Fig. 6 than for a fullband stereo AEC, which we give here for comparison in Fig. 9 (where and ). The total number of multiplications per 16 kHz sample required by the proposed structure is equal to 2944 while the number required by a fullband structure with the two-channel FRLS ( ) is equal to 57 344.
V. CONCLUSION
Thanks to recent findings in psychoacoustics, we were able to propose a new way to transmit speech signals by keeping just the relevant stereo information at low frequencies. A new acoustic echo cancellation scheme that exploits this signal structure was introduced, which is simpler than fullband stereo AEC and gives better performance.
For some applications, such as music or video gaming, fullband stereo may still be desirable. In that case, the highfrequency band of the hybrid mono/stereo AEC could be modified using complementary comb filters [1] , which is an effective means for reducing misalignment above about 1 kHz.
